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railway trains must also pull into the great terminals; broader, straighter
motor roads with fewer crossings must be constructed; and airports must
be conveniently located in larger numbers. Hence the big seaports and
lakeports grow more huge, so that some like New York can scarcely find
room for all their buildings.
Oceans and Civilization
Year by year the commerce carried upon the ocean grows more impor-
tant. The lines of steamship traffic are like arteries and veins which carry
life wherever they go. Merchant vessels break down the barrier of the
sea and open the seaboard parts of the world to the influence of all the
other parts that have harbors. The more the life of the nation depends
upon them, the more it becomes essential that they should not be destroyed
by calamities such as war.
Before man became civilized the sea and .the other great bodies of
water played almost no part in his life, except to regulate the rainfall
and temperature of the lands, furnish fish for food, and hinder migra-
tion. Today the navigable waters are of supreme importance, for they
are one of the conditions of the growth of our largest cities; they enable
civilization and commerce to spread to all parts of the globe; and their
control enables a nation to develop without fear of being overcome by
its enemies.
Local Oceanic Geography
The influence of the ocean on the distribution of human activities is
very great. Along the shore the heads of the deeper and more protected
bays are usually centers of population. There boats lie safely at anchor,
wharves jut out from the shore, and a railroad perhaps runs close to them.
Back of the wharves lies the business section of the town flanked by fac-
tories and surrounded by houses" which generally improve in quality as
one gets farther from the water. The size of the place depends partly on
its hinterland, that is, on the productivity and size of the area which finds
this particular seaport the easiest one to reach. It depends also on the
depth and size of the harbor, and on the degree to which lines of trans-
portation converge at the head of the bay. A drive of 20 or 30 miles along
almost any submerged coast shows illustrations of harbor heads with ports
of many sizes from a few houses upward.
On an emergent coast such as that of the South Atlantic States the
geographic plan is quite different. Long sandy beaches and sand bars
exposed to die full force of the waves make it difficult to use either small
boats or great ships. Therefore for long distances the coast is almost un-
inhabited. Settlements are most likely to be found at places where a

